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Plug & Play Connection 
Automatic detection through Mezory-IP provides a 
Plug & Play feature with MEZORY NVR System. 
 

Sufficient Maximum Uplink 
Bandwidth 
Provide enough con-current connections  
up to 10 users. 

Ver. 2.4 & Test tool Ver. 13.12 

Motorized Lens Controllable 
Controlling of motorized lens via network remotely 
gives maximized convenience setting to avoid difficulty 
in megapixels lens adjustment. 

Video Analytics 
Video Analytics on the MEZORY IP cameras includes: 
Motion Detection, which detects when a change has 
occurred in predefined areas in the field of view, Trip 
zone /Enter/Exit functions, which detect if a breech has 
occurred in a predefined area and Tampering detection 
that automatically alarms when a camera is disrupted.  

PC 

Multiple Profile Streaming 
“Mezory-IP”  cameras support 264/MJPEG dual codec 
and multiple streaming capabilities.  
Users can select the relevant codec to suit their 
individual requirement, such as, real-time monitoring, 
high-quality or high-efficiency recording, mobile 
monitoring and E-mail notification.  
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Extreme Less Latency 
Less than 3fps extreme less network latency provides 
highly efficacy monitoring environments as HD-SDI 
topology. Moreover, MEZORY latency controllable 
architecture is able to overcome delaying with Onvif 
connections due to Onvif’s application layer location at 
OSI regulation fundamentally.   

Current Running Products 
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True Plug & Play Systems 
Built-in PoE switch provides no configuration network 
cameras 

ISP Full Functionalities 
Controllable  

The Fastest Responsibility 
Extreme  less  latency  with  H/W  NVR’s  video  acceleration  
combination provides pretty much same as real-time 
monitoring environments 

Following Interoperability 
Standards 
Either camera side and NVRs side follows Onvif 
Profile  ‘S’  and  ‘G’  for  full  interoperability  with  any  kind  
of related other devices.  

Various Event Filters Supports 
Filtering either dedicated events at NVR & network 
cameras sides. Camera side: Alarm, Motion, Audio, 
Tampering, Trip-zone and Text-in Panic Record, Check 
Recording, Check Alarm-In, Disk Almost Full, Disk Bad, 
Disk Temperature, Disk S.M.A.R.T., Fan Error, eSATA 
Disconnected and Disk Config Change. 

Backup Purpose for Mid-large 
Scale Vertical Projects.  
NVRs may use as backup solutions for mid-large scale 
projects, in this case, no need to have backup servers 
with high cost of license fees for VMS.   

Benefits of Combinations 
(H/W NVR + Network cameras) 

Brightness, Sharpness, Exposure, WDR, TDN and 
various fundamental ISP functionalities are able to 
control at the NVR side. One push controllable gives 
the maximized conveniences via networks 



 MZ INIT: The Discovery Tool 

� Multiple network cameras discovery & registering 
� IE web viewer (MZ Web) support 
� Remote setup support 
� Self diagnosis support(I/O devices & Network Bandwidth) 
� S/W & H/W reset 
� Remote management support 
� Remote upgrade  
� System Log/ Event Log 
� Multi selection function support to manage devices 

� Instant access to view cameras without special S/W 
� Live and Edge Storage access 
� Basic color appearance setting 
� Remote setup support 
� PTZ control and One Push support 
� Alarm On/ Off 

MZ Web: Instant Access via IE 
INIT is a discovery tool to find network cameras on the net.  
Various diagnosis features help to design and predict network topology 
configuration before deploying surveillance systems.  

MZ Web is a basic network viewer to control and set simple 
features of cameras without dedicated MZ CMS.  

Proprietary S/W Platforms 



� Remote edge storage access & playback 
� Simplified management, event progressing support 
� Various event filtering  
� Motion & Audio detection, Video analytics, Instant recording, Video Loss and etc.  
� Motion Event Freezing-Frame support 
� Multiple Taps service support for multi screens 
� Live, Playback, Edge storage access, event, report, health & status.  

� Management up to 32 cameras simultaneously  
� Intelligent Bandwidth Control support & H/W codec acceleration 
� Auto resizing and rescale features with various displaying layout make the 

most optimum monitoring environments with limited H/W resources  
� H/W acceleration feature helps for operation PC to have higher qualities from 

network cameras streaming data if PC has.  
� Customable Screen layout  
 

Multiple taps service 

Customable display layout 

Different levels of Logs reports 

Motion event Freezing Frame 

MZ CMS [Professional Level Platform]  



MEZORY Mobile Viewer 
MZ Mviewer for Android & iOS 

Fully Support MEZORY® Products 
Support all of MEZORY family network surveillance devices 
such as network cameras and NVRs. 

Multiple Streaming Support  
Up to 16CH full HD live streaming support from network 
cameras & NVRs on mobile devices.  

Camera Controllable 
PTZ  and  motorized  ‘one  push’  control  to  cameras  via  network  
from Pro Mviewer.  

Functionalities 
Convenience search & playback with calendar and bookmark 
support. Professional levels of surveillance environments such 
as Push alarm, event/ time lapse querying, bi-direction audio 
and image capture providing. 

Various Codec Support 
H.264 & MJPEG provide the highest image quality.  

Easy Connection 
Via WiFi and legacy telecommunication infra-structure  
such as 3G and LTE. 
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Perfect Onvif Support 
 2.4 Profile S support test tool version 12.13 
� With  three(3)  event  notification  perfectly  from  network  cameras,  those  guarantee  any  kind  of  recording  devices’  event  progressing 
� Video Analytics features from MZ network cameras are followed basically, Onvif Event Handling methods to support for proprietary of NVR & 

MZ CMS and VMS side.  

Fluid Integration Method 

HTTP based CGI API support 
� More functional featuring with VMS or other NVRs interoperability will be possible through HTTP API.  
� Undefined  regulations  such  as  one  push  ‘auto  adjustments  focus  from  motorized  capable  lens  cameras,  edge  storage  accessing  from 

VMS  side  and  cameras’  ISP  functionalities  are  able  to  be  provided  by  HTTP  based  CGI  API.   

2015’  Q1 

2015’  Q2 

Already completed Onvif Profile  “S” 

Onvif Profile “G” 

Onvif Profile “Q” 

For NVR and Edge storage of IPC 

Quick Discovery Method 



VMS Integration Plan 

Integration 
completed 

Upcoming  Q1~Q2  14’  
Integration 


